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Text: Gaia’s Secret by Linda Strachan 

If I tell you a secret, will you promise not to tell my dad? My name is Gaia and a few days ago I 

almost crashed the Sea-star. My dad's a trader. He and I live on the Sea-star, it's a warp drive, G-

class spaceship and it's very fast. It all started when we were in orbit around Frambar, a small red 

planet in the Sirius sector. Frambar had just appeared on the scanner. "What's it like? I asked Dad. 

“It's an interesting planet, Gaia," he said. “But I'm afraid you will have to stay on the Sea-star this 

time. "Aw, Dad! “I hated being left on the ship. I’m sorry, Gaia, but I've just been told that the catsips 

have newly hatched young cubs. They are very aggressive when they have young. It's far too 

dangerous. The catsips are the biggest animals on Frambar and there are more catsips than people 

on the planet. 

I sat in the control room to watch Dads shuttle land on the planet, then went to get some biscuits and 

a drink. Dad hates it when I take food into the Control room, but he was down on Frambar. I went to 

look out at the planets.  

I love to watch the planets with their mountains, volcanoes and craters all spinning by. I leaned over 

to magnify the screen so that could get a better look, and that was when it happened. My arm hit my 

drink and I watched in horror as it splashed all over the controls. Dad always warned me not to get 

the controls wet. I didn’t know what to do and I just sat staring at the blue ice-water dripping over the 

controls and onto the floor. I ran to get a cloth because everything was dripping wet. I was on the 

floor, trying to mop up the puddle of water, so I didn’t see the warning light. 

Suddenly I felt the Sea-star jump out of orbit. I stared at the screen in alarm as I realised that I must 

have pushed one of the control pads by mistake. The Sea-star was out of control and heading for 

Frambar. Frambar grew like an enormous red orange, almost filling the screen. I was terrified. The 

Sea-star was going too fast and we were going to crash. A warning light started to flash, so I pushed 

the control pad beside it and the Sea-star jumped again. It started to slow down but we were still 

going too fast and now I could see the surface of the planet. 

Brown hills and wide oceans of red water skimmed past as I hauled on the controls to try and level 

the ship. We hit the tops of some trees but managed to raise the nose of the Sea-star and, with a 

series of bumps and jolts, the ship landed. I looked around the ship to check that everything was 

okay. Then I realised I was on Frambar! I opened the door and looked out.  

The trees were tall and thin with leaves like round flat plates but strangest of all, they were purple. 

When I went closer and touched them, they were soft and furry. I saw some of the leaves shaking, 

but it was a few moments before I realised that it wasn't just the leaves – everything was shaking. 

Something heavy was coming through the trees towards the Sea-star. It was a herd of catsips. They 

must have been very heavy, because the ground shook as they walked. The catsips were getting 

closer and all I could remember was my dad telling me how dangerous they were when their young 

had newly hatched. 
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